
Cold Beer and Crocodiles: A Bicycle Journey into 
Australia – Roff  Smith {919.4046 SMITH} 

The author and journalist describes his nine-
month, ten-thousand mile journey through 
Australia by bicycle, detailing the cattle stations, 
mining towns, Aboriginal communities, rain 
forests, deserts, and Australian Outback.  
 
The Songlines – Bruce Chatwin {921 CHATWIN} 
The songlines are the invisible pathways that 
criss-cross Australia, ancient tracks connecting 
communities and following ancient boundaries. 
This is an account which recalls the authors' 
travels across the length and breadth of Australia 
seeking to find the truth about the songs and 
unravel the mysteries of their stories.  

 
Oz: Around Australia on a Triumph – Geoff Hill 

and Colin O’Carroll {919.4 O’CARROLL} 
Geoff Hill and Colin O'Carroll take on Australia's 
legendary Highway 1 on their trusty Triumph 
motorbikes, circumnavigating the country from 
Adelaide to Adelaide. 

 
Among the Islands: Adventures in the Pacific 

Tim Flannery {919.04 FLANNERY} 
Twenty-five years ago, young Australian museum 
curator Tim Flannery set out to research the 
fauna of the Pacific Islands. He shares his 
accounts of discovering, naming, and sometimes 
eating new mammal species, being thwarted or 
aided by local customs, and undertaking historic 
scientific expeditions. 
 

Headhunters on My Doorstep: A True Treasure 
Island Ghost Story – J. Maarten Troost 

{919.504 TROOST*} 
The best-selling author recounts his uproarious 
misadventures following in the footsteps of idol 
Robert Louis Stevenson in the South Pacific, 
describing how his efforts to pursue sobriety in 
the exotic locales of the Marquesas, the Gilberts 
and other regions enabled him to reconnect with 
his family and the world's beauty. 

The Shark God: Encounters with Ghosts and 
Ancestors in the South Pacific  

Charles Montgomery {921 MONTGOMERY} 
Inspired by the memoirs of his great-
grandfather, a missionary bishop, the author 
journeys to the South Pacific islands of 
Melanesia to explore the islanders' unique blend 
of Christianity mixed with sorcery and the shark 
spirits of their ancestors. 

 
Slipping into Paradise: Why I Live in New Zealand 

J. Moussaieff Masson {993.04 MASSON} 
A tribute to the author's adopted home in New 
Zealand describes his decision to relocate to a 
lush bay area near Auckland, where his family 
and he thrived amid its natural flora and fauna, 
dolphin-filled waters, and wildlife.  

 
Travels with Bertha: Two Years Exploring 

Australia in a 1978 Ford Stationwagon 
Paul Martin {919.4046 MARTIN*} 

For two and a half years Martin shared four 
houses in Sydney and travelled 30,000kms 
through hot territories and all five states of 
Australia. In Bertha, his trusty 1978 Ford. Falcon 
station wagon, he picked up over a dozen 
nationalities and encountered many funny and 
intriguing individuals along the way. 
(Annotation from publisher.) 
 

Armchair Travelers 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Keep Australia on Your Left: A True Story of an 
Attempt to Circumnavigate Australia by Kayak  

Eric Stiller {919.4046 STILLER} 
Narrates the journey of two men circumventing 
Australia by means of a two-man kayak, 
describing their dangerous encounters with 
strong currents, rough surf, crocodiles, and 
sharks.  
 
 

Swimming with Crocodiles: A True Story of 
Adventure and Survival – Will Chaffey 

{919.414 CHAFFEY} 
Presents the story of a forty-day trek through the 
unexplored Prince Regent River region in 
western Australia by two inexperienced 
adventurers as they contend with dwindling 
food, hostile Aborigines, and crocodiles.  
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The Happy Isles of Oceania: Paddling the Pacific 
Paul Theroux {919.504 THEROUX} 

The author recounts his journey to the islands of 
the Pacific, describing the people, landscape, and 
wildlife he encountered in New Zealand, 
Australia, New Guinea, the Solomon Islands, and 
Fiji.  

 
Kon-Tiki: Across the Pacific by Raft  

Thor Heyerdahl {910.4 HEYERDAHL} 
Photographs illustrate the author's account of 
his voyage from Peru to Tahiti on a balsa raft to 
test a theory concerning the origins of the 
Polynesian race.  

 
Beyond the Coral Sea: Travels in the Old Empires 

of the South-West Pacific – Michael  Moran 
{919.504 MORAN} 

Darkly humorous characters, both historical and 
contemporary, spring vividly to life as the author 
steers the reader through the richly fascinating 
cultures of Melanesia (description from the 
publisher). 

 
In the South Seas – Robert Louis Stevenson 

{919.604 STEVENSON} 
In this classeic, Stevenson describes the people, 
places, and cultures of the South Pacific of the 
late 19th Century. 

 
Treasure Islands: Sailing the South Seas in the 

Wake of Fanny and Robert Louis Stevenson 
Pamela Stephenson {910.45 STEPHENSON} 

The author follows in the intrepid footsteps of 
Fanny Stevenson, maverick wife of the even more 
maverick Robert Louis in their journey in the 
South Pacific. 

 
In a Sunburned Country – Bill Bryson 

{919.4046 BRYSON} 
The author takes readers on a tour of the land 
Down Under that goes far beyond packaged-tour 
routes.  

Charlene Gourgechon’s Journey to the End of the 
World: A Three-Year Adventure in the New 

Hebrides by Charlene Gourgechon 
{919.34 GOURGECHON} 

Charlene Gourguechon, intrigued by 
photographs of natives from the Pacific Islands; 
quit her job and joined a three person 
expedition, which later went to the New 
Herbides (description from the publisher). 

 
Tales from the Torrid Zone: Travels in the Deep 
Tropics – Alexander Frater {910.913 FRATER} 

A travel writer chronicles his various journeys 
between the Tropic of Cancer and Tropic of 
Capricorn, offering a vivid portrait of the rich 
beauty, diversity, flora and fauna, and people 
who inhabit the tropical areas of the world.  

 
Throwim Way Leg: An Adventure – Tim Flannery 

{919.5 FLANNERY} 
Details the author's friendship with a New 
Guinea warrior and the fate of the indigenous 
peoples.  

 
Four Corners: One Woman’s Solo Journey into the 

Heart of Papua New Guinea – Kira Salak 
 {921 SALAK} 

Describes the author's efforts to follow in the 
footsteps of British explorer Ivan Champion, the 
first individual to successfully cross Papua New 
Guinea in 1927, detailing her adventures, 
experiences, and self-discoveries along the way.  

 
8 Men and a Duck: An Improbable Voyage by 

Reed Boat to Easter Island – Nick Thorpe 
{910.9164 THORPE} 

A journalist traces his 2,500-mile journey from 
South America to Easter Island with an eight-
man crew on board an eighteen-meter pre-Incan 
reed boat as part of an adventure to reopen 
controversial migration theories by Thor 
Heyerdahl.  
 

Blue Latitudes: Boldly Going Where Captain Cook 
Has Gone Before – Tony Horwitz 

{910 HORWITZ} 
Documents the three high-adventure voyages of 
Captain James Cook, who between 1768 and 1779 
mapped a final third of the globe that was 
previously uncharted.  

 
Solomon Time: An Unlikely Quest in the South 

Pacific – Will Randall {919.593 RANDALL} 
In the comical bunglers-abroad mode, a refugee 
from civilization regales readers with the story of 
his adaptation to South Seas living (description 
from Booklist).  

 
Surviving Paradise: One Year on a Disappearing 

Island by Peter Rudiak-Gould 
{919.683 RUDIAK-GOULD} 

Just one month after his 21st birthday, Peter 
Rudiak-Gould moved to Ujae, a remote atoll in 
the Marshall Islands located 70 miles from the 
nearest telephone, car, store, or tourist, and 
2,000 miles from the closest continent.  

 
The Sex Lives of Cannibals: Adrift in the 
Equatorial Pacific – J. Maarten Troost 

 {306.0996 TROOST} 
The author discusses his two-year stay on a 
remote South Pacific island, a place where he 
anticipated a romantic paradise but instead 
experienced humorous misadventures and a host 
of environmental challenges.  

 
Getting Stoned with Savages: A Trip Through the 
Islands of Fiji and Vanuatu – J. Maarten Troost 

{919.595 TROOST} 
Describes travel experiences in Vanuatu and Fiji, 
which include coping with Mother Nature--
typhoons, earthquakes, volcanoes--and 
observing the relaxed lifestyle of the islanders 
and their attitudes toward new parenthood.  


